Contention is low and appears as a snowflake and Speed
Rating is slightly below average suggesting early pace
runners could have a tactical advantage.
Early Speed
6 - speed type has never faced winners, would need to
improve OptixFIGs dramatically, going 9F for the first time,
pace factor only.
9 - the change in TACTICS, TRAFFIC last time might have
cost him some late energy, but he still ran a solid B in the Cal
Derby, outside PP should not be a big concern considering
there is a long run-up to the first turn, could be on or tracking
the lead… the 9F is question, but this colt has improved
dramatically since the switch to the synthetic surface.
Pressers
4 - the horse to beat on paper, he ran big B+ in Cal Derby
while X_WIDE throughout, he should be able to work out
good tracking trip today, however there is concern his Cal
Derby is too taxing (OptixNOTES keyword HARD), some
regression could leave him exposed at what is expected to be
a very short price.
7 - forwardly placed in his only race so assume they will try
similar tactics, first time synthetic and winners, only 20d since
his debut eﬀort where he was dead on the board at 19/1,
looks like his connections are just taking their shot.
8 - benefited from good trips the last two (FLOW, PERFECT)
and still looks too slow, OptixFIGS well below today’s
OptixFig range, does not PLOT well.
Mid-Pack
3 - consistent sort who is on the improve, however this is a
tough place to try two turns for the first time, has the look of a
one-turn/sprinter closer type.
5 - regressed in the G3 Sham on the dirt after a big eﬀort in
the Gold Rush B+, looks a little light on OptixFIGs, expect
improvement with the switch back to the synthetic surface.
Closers
1 - got FLOW while running a big OptixFIG (91) breaking his
maiden, that maiden race has had two next out winners, but
they were both in soft maiden claiming races, good to see the
talented Van Dyke come in from Santa Anita to ride, but this
race might lack the pace flow necessary, underneath seems
best, unless completely ignored at windows.
2 - last two OptixFIGs (85,86) were his best so far, both are on
the low end of today’s OptixFIG range, another closer who
might not get the right pace flow, underneath seems like a
ceiling.

